
 

 

July 29, 2022 
 
Chairman Mike Barnes 
Office of Congressional Ethics 
U.S. House of Representatives 
425 3rd St. SW, Suite 1110 
Washington, DC 20024 
 
Dear Chairman Barnes: 
 

We are writing today to urge the committee to immediately open an investigation into 
the pay-to-play scheme of Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi where he solicited campaign contributions 
in exchange for conducting a Congressional investigation of a local sports team.  Rep. 
Krishnamoorthi’s action deserve official sanction from the House, for if the only repercussions 
for unethical behavior are a couple unpleasant newspaper articles, the Standards of Official 
Conduct are meaningless.  

 
U.S. House of Representatives ethics rules have long prohibited Members of Congress and 

their agents from soliciting campaign or political contributions if that solicitation is linked to an 
action taken by a Member in his official capacity.1 For that reason, the U.S. House of 
Representatives Committee on Ethics ("Ethics Committee") has "long advised Members . . . that 
they should always exercise caution to avoid even the appearance that solicitations of campaign 
contributions are connected in any way with an action taken or to be taken in their official 
capacity."2 The Ethics Committee also advises that Members "should not sponsor or participate 
in any solicitation that offers donors any special access to the Member in the Member’s official 
capacity."3 Furthermore, Congress has a “long-standing commitment to a broadly-drafted federal 
bribery statute” and has “expressed [a] desire to continue that tradition.”4 The federal bribery 
statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201 (Bribery of public officials and witnesses), prohibits public officials from 
accepting bribes or gratuities to influence their government actions.  Members of Congress may 
not demand, seek, receive, accept or agree to accept anything of value “in return for being 
influenced in the performance of any official act.”5  The statute covers not only bribe transactions 
that are consummated, but also solicitations and agreements – i.e., even if no money is paid or 
no official action is taken.6 

 

 
1 See House Ethics Manual at 150. 
2 https://ethics.house.gov/campaign/campaign-contributions-and-contributors#campaign_no_special_access  
3 Id. 
4 Dixson v. United States, 465 U.S. 482, 496 (1984). 
5 18 U.S.C. § 201.  
6 https://ethics.house.gov/campaign/campaign-contributions-and-contributors#campaign_no_special_access  
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As detailed below, Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s recent actions appear to violate both the House 
ethics rules and the federal bribery statute. As such, Rep. Krishnamoorthi's conduct should be 
thoroughly investigated by the Committee, and, if sustained, sanctions should be imposed.  This 
Committee should also refer this matter to the U.S. Department of Justice for criminal 
investigation.  

 
Factual Background 

As a member of the House Committee on Oversight and Reform and Chair of the 
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy,  Rep. Krishnamoorthi has been conducting an 
ongoing investigation into the football team formerly known as the Washington Redskins .  

 
On April 19, 2022, uber-lobbyists brothers Mike Manatos and Andy Manatos, in 

collaboration with Rep. Krishnamoorthi and his Chief of Staff, Brian O. Kaissi7, sent an email to 
numerous political donors inviting them to a “small group” fundraiser for Rep. Krishnamoorthi.8  
The Manatos brothers wrote: 

 
I think each of you share my brother’s and my desire to see Dan Snyder sell the 
Washington Commanders He has destroyed our once-proud franchise, as my 
brother’s web site documents . . . .  The one person in Washington who may have 
found a path to getting rid of Snyder is my good friend and Chairman of the House 
Oversight Subcommittee, Congressman Raja Krishnamoorthi. He made big news 
last week when he sent a 20 page letter to the FTC accusing the team of engaging 
in “a troubling, long-running, and potentially unlawful pattern of financial conduct 
that victimized thousands of team fans . . . .  Tom and I hope you can join us on 
May 10 as a small group of us meets with Raja to discuss his efforts, including a 
likely hearing on this matter the day before.9 
 
The invitation was "Paid for and Authorized by Friends for Raja for Congress."10 
 
Put simply, the United States House and its Committees do not exist as a tool for wealthy 

lobbyists to wage a personal jihad against a local sports team whose performance they are 
disappointed with.  The fact that Rep. Krishnamoorthi would give form to these lobbyists’ 
vendetta  is exactly the kind of lobbyist-lawmaker corruption that the Rules were designed to 
guard against.   

 
 

7 Mr. Kaissi has worked for Rep. Krishnamoorthi since 2017 and currently serves as his chief of staff.  He previously 
served as his deputy chief of staff (January 2020 - July 2021).  Mr. Manatos used brian@rajaforcongress and his cell 
number to communicate to Mr. Kaissi about the fundraiser.   
8 The Manatos brothers have been reliable donors to Rep. Krishnamoorthi's campaigns - beginning in Rep. 
Krishnamoorthi's first year in office.  
9 Attachment A, emphasis in original. 
10 https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000180-ab94-d337-a9cc-bb9c3f950001  
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Right away, everyone knew what Rep. Krishnamoorthi did was wrong. Upon learning of 
the fundraiser, media outlets started asking questions regarding the appropriateness of the 
event. Politico expressly asked “whether it was inappropriate for a pair of lobbyists, Mike 
Manatos and Tom Manatos, to explicitly invite donors to the event to discuss with the 
congressman the probe of the football team and its owner, Dan Snyder.”11 It was only after being 
approached with these questions that Rep. Krishnamoorthi decided to cancel the fundraiser. In 
doing so, Rep. Krishnamoorthi acknowledged that the fundraiser, which linked his plea for 
campaign dollars to his work on the Oversight Committee, was inappropriate and possibly 
violated House ethics rules.12  

 
Nevertheless, even after being forced to cancel the impermissible fundraiser once it was 

made public, Rep. Krishnamoorthi has continued to raise funds on the basis of his investigative 
activity against the Washington’s football team and its leadership. In the process of announcing 
the cancellation of the event, Rep. Krishnamoorthi's spokesperson stated that "[t]he 
Congressman is grateful that his efforts to stand up to some of the most powerful interests in 
Washington . . . like the Commanders, has generated enthusiasm from the public."  While 
oversight is a legitimate activity for members of Congress, it must serve a valid legislative purpose 
and cannot be used to leverage private companies into fundraising tools.  

 
Legal Argument 

1. Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s involvement in the fundraiser amounts to a violation of the federal 
bribery statute.  
 
Under 18 U.S.C. § 201(b)(2)(A), a public official is guilty of bribery if he “directly or 

indirectly . . .  agrees to receive or accept anything of value . . . in return for being influenced in 
the performance of any official act.”  

 
Section 201 sets the standard for "official act" in broad terms. The plain language of the 

statute has parts that require (1) a “decision or action” that is (2) “on” a “question, matter, cause, 
suit, proceeding or controversy” that (3) “may at any time be pending” before the public official. 
The investigation into the team formerly known as the Washington Redskins and Dan Snyder is 
certainly pending before Rep. Krishnamoorthi and his conduct related to that investigation plainly 
falls under the statute’s definition of "official act." See generally, McDonnell v. United States, 579 
U.S. 550, 572 (2016) (discussing what actions qualify as “official actions” under the Section 201).  

 
Furthermore, courts routinely find that accepting campaign funds in exchange for official 

action similar to Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s violates the federal bribery statute. See McCormick v. 

 
11 Daniel Lippman, Congressman probing Commanders cancels fundraiser over ethics question, Politico, May 10, 
2022, https://www.politico.com/news/2022/05/10/congressman-probing-commanders-cancels-fundraiser-over-
ethics-question-00031230. 
12 Id.  
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United States, 500 U.S. 257, 273 (explaining that receipt of financial contributions is a violation if 
the payments are made in return for a promise or undertaking); United States v. McDade, 827 F. 
Supp. 1153, 1172 (E.D. Pa. 1993), aff'd in part, appeal dismissed in part, 28 F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 1994) 
(affirming conviction of a congressman who received financial benefits knowing that they were 
given with the expectation that he would use his Congressional influence in ways to favor his 
patrons). Cf. United States v. Inzunza, 639 F.3d 1006, 1025 (finding that there was no quid pro 
quo despite evidence of campaign contributions and favorable official acts because “they did not 
know what transpired at the fundraiser”). Here, however, the invitation explicitly links Rep. 
Krishnamoorthi’s work investigating the Washington Commanders and Dan Snyder - language 
that the Congressman’s office even acknowledged was prohibited - to his effort to raise campaign 
funds.  As such, any role that Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s office played in setting up the fundraiser, as 
evidenced by the April 19, 2022 email from Brian Kaissi, is a clear violation of § 201. 

 
2. Rep. Krishnamoorthi still committed a violation of § 201 even though he cancelled the 

fundraiser. 
 
Section 201 does not require that the bribe actually take place. Rather, “decision” and 

“action” are listed in § 201(a)(3) in the disjunctive, and when interpreting disjunctive statutory 
terms, courts “must construe all parts to have meaning” and avoid surplusage. United States v. 
Briley, 770 F.3d 267, 273 (4th Cir. 2014) (quotation omitted). See also McDonnell, 579 U.S. at 569 
(2016). Neither “decision” nor “action” require that the objective of a bribe be accomplished. 
Rather, the agreed-upon exchange itself is what is prohibited, and fulfillment of the quid pro quo 
is not an element of the offense. See United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 526 (1972); United 
States v. Hairston, 46 F.3d 361, 365 (4th Cir. 1995).  

 
The invitation language that linked the fundraiser to Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s role in the 

investigation of the Redskins is evidence of a corrupt quid pro quo - campaign dollars in exchange 
for his officials acts as a member of the Committee on Oversight and Reform to cause damage to 
the Redskins and Dan Snyder - the explicitly noted requests of the individuals who donated and 
raised the funds. Rep. Krishnamoorthi’s decision to cancel the fundraiser after he learned that 
the media was preparing to report on it illustrates his consciousness of guilt and a clear 
recognition that the event, and his role in it, was corrupt, unethical, and potentially in violation 
of federal law. His decision to cancel the event does not exculpate his prior actions as Section 
201 criminalizes any attempt to commit a violation. 
 
Requests 

 
Based on the above facts, it is clear that Rep. Krishnamoorthi, members of his staff, and 

perhaps others, violated House ethics rules and the federal bribery statute, by raising, and 
agreeing to accept, campaign donations in exchange for using the powers of the Oversight 
Committee and his position of Chair of the subcommittee, to investigate and permanently 



 

 

damage the team formerly known as the Redskins at the behest of wealthy lobbyists who have 
an ax to grind against their local sport franchise.  Thus, the Office of Congressional Ethics (the 
"Committee") should investigate this matter and immediately take the following actions: 

 

• Direct Rep. Krishnamoorthi and members of his staff to produce to the Committee all 
correspondence, which includes letters, emails and text messages, between 
Congressman Krishnamoorthi and members of his staff, between Congressman 
Krishnamoorthi and either Tom and/or Andy Manatos, or both, and between members of 
Congressman Krishnamoorthi's staff and each other and/or any other person or persons 
who played a role in organizing or planning the fundraiser, about the fundraiser. 
 

• Interview all relevant persons who participated in, or knew about, the fundraiser. 
 
We appreciate your prompt consideration of this letter and can be available to answer any 

questions about this matter.  
 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Jones 
President,  
American Accountability Foundation 
300 Independence Ave, SE 
Washington DC, 20003 
tom@american-af.org 
202-215-5258 
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